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Agemba is the tool for managing projects beyond efficiency

Helping you to get the most out of your efforts, 
to prioritize the right things –

through collaborative transparency
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is an online tool for PCs and mobile devices implementing all is an online tool for PCs and mobile devices implementing all 
the Agile and Lean practices and patterns throughout the the Agile and Lean practices and patterns throughout the 
organization.organization.

Agemba’s main focus is to provide total and immediate Agemba’s main focus is to provide total and immediate 
transparency of the real situation to everybody, however in transparency of the real situation to everybody, however in 
particular to the leadership. It is a virtual “gemba” (“the real particular to the leadership. It is a virtual “gemba” (“the real 
place” in Japanese).place” in Japanese).

Agemba is created by a group of dedicated professionals Agemba is created by a group of dedicated professionals 
with years of experience in product development, project with years of experience in product development, project 
management and leadership.management and leadership.

Agemba amplifies users’ ability to see, make sense of and Agemba amplifies users’ ability to see, make sense of and 
respond to the real situation. Changes, challenges and respond to the real situation. Changes, challenges and 
opportunities emerge all the time in this complex world.opportunities emerge all the time in this complex world.

““Gemba” - the real place in JapaneseGemba” - the real place in Japanese
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現現 agemba – the valueagemba – the value
The single biggest reason that projects fail to deliver optimal The single biggest reason that projects fail to deliver optimal 
value is lack of value prioritization. There is simply not value is lack of value prioritization. There is simply not 
enough focus on why things are done. enough focus on why things are done. 

American research have shown that between 50 and 70% of American research have shown that between 50 and 70% of 
effort in product development is wasted because, what is effort in product development is wasted because, what is 
built, is not used, the top three reasons are:built, is not used, the top three reasons are:

■ Something else was built than the customer thought he ordered.Something else was built than the customer thought he ordered.
■ No real user asked for what was built.No real user asked for what was built.
■ The world has changed since specifications were written and no The world has changed since specifications were written and no 

one noticed.one noticed.

By enabling true visibility and collaboration, it is possible to By enabling true visibility and collaboration, it is possible to 
get a lot closer to building the right thing.get a lot closer to building the right thing.

Working the Agile and Lean way creates much Working the Agile and Lean way creates much 
higher stakeholder satisfaction. 74% report higher stakeholder satisfaction. 74% report 
higher satisfaction*). The top four reasons are:higher satisfaction*). The top four reasons are:

■ Improved ability to handle change (92%)Improved ability to handle change (92%)
■ Improved visibility in the project (83%)Improved visibility in the project (83%)
■ Improved alignment between team Improved alignment between team 

members working and stakeholders (66%)members working and stakeholders (66%)
■ Reduced risk (66%)Reduced risk (66%)

A perfection of means, 
and confusion of aims, 

seems to be our main problem.
Albert Einstein

* Mike Cohn, “Succeeding with Agile”* Mike Cohn, “Succeeding with Agile”



Immediate TransparencyImmediate Transparency
 The Agemba Dashboard can be customized to every needThe Agemba Dashboard can be customized to every need
 Various Dashlets show data in different formsVarious Dashlets show data in different forms

 Graphs, lists, forms and external inputGraphs, lists, forms and external input

 Responsive on all devices. Data wherever you areResponsive on all devices. Data wherever you are
 Data can come from user created ListsData can come from user created Lists



Outline and TimelineOutline and Timeline
 The Agemba Outline combines an overview of “what” to do, The Agemba Outline combines an overview of “what” to do, 

with “when” to do it: the Timelinewith “when” to do it: the Timeline
 Things to do are linked to milestones, deliveries, phases, Things to do are linked to milestones, deliveries, phases, 

releases and sprintsreleases and sprints
 It builds on the familiarity with the classic Gannt chartIt builds on the familiarity with the classic Gannt chart
 From the Outline, details for a selected item can be shownFrom the Outline, details for a selected item can be shown



The Story Map is the cornerstoneThe Story Map is the cornerstone
 The Agemba Story Map gives a full interactive overviewThe Agemba Story Map gives a full interactive overview

 ““Why” - the values, issues, ideas etc. Why” - the values, issues, ideas etc. – – the objectives in the projectthe objectives in the project
 ““Who” - the roles or personas that are affected, benefit or contributeWho” - the roles or personas that are affected, benefit or contribute
 ““What” - the deliverables What” - the deliverables – – the solution described hierarchicallythe solution described hierarchically
 ““When” - the milestones, deliveries, phases, releases and sprintsWhen” - the milestones, deliveries, phases, releases and sprints

   Users can pan, zoom, drag and drop, see details and printUsers can pan, zoom, drag and drop, see details and print



Data analyzer and business intelligenceData analyzer and business intelligence
 The Agemba List view is used to analyze, and make sense The Agemba List view is used to analyze, and make sense 

of all data, logs, comments etc.of all data, logs, comments etc.
 Users can build custom filters and views, combine these to named “Lists” Users can build custom filters and views, combine these to named “Lists” 

and share with colleagues and Team membersand share with colleagues and Team members
 ““Lists” are used for Dashlets on the Dashboard, API and exportLists” are used for Dashlets on the Dashboard, API and export
 Advanced filtering and sorting beyond normal database queriesAdvanced filtering and sorting beyond normal database queries

 Users can jump to Story Map or Outline to see contextUsers can jump to Story Map or Outline to see context



Phases, Releases, Sprints and KanbanPhases, Releases, Sprints and Kanban
 The Agemba Product Backlog is used to organize items into The Agemba Product Backlog is used to organize items into 

the desired Phases, Releases and Sprintsthe desired Phases, Releases and Sprints
 Search and filter for Epics, Stories, Issues etc.Search and filter for Epics, Stories, Issues etc.
 Manage readiness of itemsManage readiness of items
 Reorder, prioritize to optimize value and adapt to the team’s capabilitiesReorder, prioritize to optimize value and adapt to the team’s capabilities
 Build balanced Sprints with high probability of successBuild balanced Sprints with high probability of success

 Users can see context in Story Map or OutlineUsers can see context in Story Map or Outline



Execute efficientlyExecute efficiently
 The agemba Sprint Backlog view provides day to The agemba Sprint Backlog view provides day to 

day overview of executionday overview of execution
 Execute Sprint after Sprint the Scrum wayExecute Sprint after Sprint the Scrum way
 Or combine with Kanban for continuously flowing workOr combine with Kanban for continuously flowing work
 Burndown charts visualize the progressBurndown charts visualize the progress

 All changes seen in Story Map and OutlineAll changes seen in Story Map and Outline



Close the loop – study the outcomeClose the loop – study the outcome
 Close the Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) loopClose the Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) loop

 Inspect and review resultsInspect and review results
 Inspect Burndown chartsInspect Burndown charts
 Inspect events and comments occurred during the SprintInspect events and comments occurred during the Sprint
 Reflect, decide and act Reflect, decide and act – What can be improved?– What can be improved?

 Ready for the next SprintReady for the next Sprint



The fundamental patternThe fundamental pattern
 The Agile Lean pattern is based on ScrumThe Agile Lean pattern is based on Scrum

 The fundamental use of cadence or Sprints The fundamental use of cadence or Sprints – frequent delivery– frequent delivery
 The well-defined roles The well-defined roles – everybody knows what is expected of them– everybody knows what is expected of them
 The discipline of well-defined meetings in cadenceThe discipline of well-defined meetings in cadence
 The standard artifacts or information radiatorsThe standard artifacts or information radiators

 The Spirit of constant improvement is achievedThe Spirit of constant improvement is achieved
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is delivered as a cloud based solution for a monthly fee, is delivered as a cloud based solution for a monthly fee, 
based on number of users and features, a free version is based on number of users and features, a free version is 
available. It is also possible to install agemba in private available. It is also possible to install agemba in private 
networks on Linux or Windows servers. networks on Linux or Windows servers. 

Check out Check out http://agemba.biz/http://agemba.biz/ for more information. for more information.

Agemba is backed by on-line and phone support plus Agemba is backed by on-line and phone support plus 
assistance from a network of ambassadors that can help assistance from a network of ambassadors that can help 
configure and implement a solution.configure and implement a solution.

Agemba is built on industrial strength technology such as Agemba is built on industrial strength technology such as 
Open Source Enterprise Content Management Alfresco.Open Source Enterprise Content Management Alfresco.

Agemba is inspired by these great people,Agemba is inspired by these great people,
a fusion of their ideasa fusion of their ideas

W. Edwards 
Deming

Tom Gilb Jeff 
Sutherland

Ken 
Schwaber

Dave 
Snowden

17-01-01
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